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The Complete Hidden Secrets Saga in one collection by USA TODAY Bestselling author, W.J. May!

Seventh Mark - Part 1 & Part 2Seventh Mark - Part 1 & Part 2

Beautiful, quiet Rouge is trying to figure out who she is and what she wants to be. With little knowledge about her

past, she has questions but has never tried to find the answers. 

Everything changes when she befriends a strangely intoxicating family. Siblings Grace and Michael, appear to have

secrets which seem connected to Rouge. Her hunch is confirmed when a horrible incident occurs at party. Rouge

may be the only one who can find the answer.

An ancient journal, a Siorghra necklace and a special mark force life-altering decisions for a girl who grew up

unprepared to fight for her life or others

.All secrets have a cost and Rouge's determination to find the truth can only lead to trouble...or something even more

sinister.

Marked by DestinyMarked by Destiny

Sometimes the past isn't what you expect it to be. 
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Rouge has survived the last months of school and is starting a new chapter after graduation. She wants answers to

the questions about her past and is still hiding secrets from those she loves. 

Her hope is to find what she needs in Niagara Falls so she can move forward in her relationship with Michael and

have a chance to convince his family that she is worthy of him. 

The ancient Grollic Book reveals another of its secrets, only to Rouge. She desperately wants to find the truth about

her past. Nothing could have prepared her for what she's about to learn.

CompelledCompelled

The secrets of her past have been revealed, but Rouge’s life is still shrouded in mystery.

The Grollics want her dead, she’s forbidden to be with the boy she loves, and her brother–who is the enemy–may be

the only one she can trust. The deeper she digs into the past, the more trouble awaits. 

Can she find answers in the ancient journal she carries, or is she opening Pandora’s box?

Fate's InterventionFate's Intervention

How do choose between power of passion or the power of peace?

After finally coming face to face with her greatest foe, Bentos, Rogue has a decision to make. Joshua, the new grolics

alpha has been labeled as her true mate, but her heart belongs to Michael.

Rouge joins Joshua with her brother to discover more about who she is and where to gain access to the true power of

three..

What she finds growing within her will change everything. Power is queen, but love and new life is King.

Chosen ThreeChosen Three

How do you choose between life, love and the future? 

You can't.

Rob’s missing. Rouge’s passed out.

Caleb just told her that Rob’s been taken away to be put down.

Oh yeah, and Rouge’s pregnant.

Wait, what?! 

Rouge’s the Seventh Mark, Michael’s a guardian who’s already dead. How can he get her pregnant?

The high and mighty Caleb is even more determined now to stop Rouge and the abomination growing in her belly.

On the run from Caleb and the Higher Council, on a mission to save Rob, and at the same time trying to stop the

dark angel Rouge summoned – the team must figure out what the Power of Three is before Bentos kills them all.
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However, there’s a catch: if they go after the dark angel and kill it, anyone with angel blood in them will die. If they

kill Bentos, there is rumor that all his offspring will die except the next Seventh Mark.

When everything looks lost, will there be any chance of hope for the future?

Find out in the final installment of the Hidden Secrets Saga, CHOSEN THREE.

** Bonus Book just added at the end of the Box set! ** Bonus Book just added at the end of the Box set! PROPHECY SERIES - ONLY THE BEGINNING - a continuationPROPHECY SERIES - ONLY THE BEGINNING - a continuation

of the Hidden Secrets Saga! **of the Hidden Secrets Saga! **

HSS Series Continues with the Prophecy Series:

Only the Beginning

White Winter

Secrets of Destiny
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